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CAMBODIA POST
The West Baray – An ancient Angkorian reservoir still in use today

Greeting from Cambodia!
I've lived in Thailand for 23 years, but never took the opportunity to visit Cambodia until early last year
when I came with ten study abroad advisors and representatives of international education offices visiting
from the US. There was one resounding conclusion reached by all of us: Cambodia is a fantastic venue
for a study abroad program. Therefore, I eagerly accepted the offer to run our summer program here.
Our impression last year has been shown to be true this summer. Indeed, Cambodia is a great location
for study abroad.
But to be able to enjoy the full benefits of what Cambodia has to offer, we have depended on our partners and faculty. First, our partner institution, Paññasastra University of Cambodia (PUC), in both its
campuses--first in Siem Reap and now in Phnom Penh--have provided support in seeking out suitable
host families for a two-week homestay, identifying PUC students to share in orientation sessions and take
the courses with the CIEE students, and arranging much of the logistics for our site visits. It is also
through PUC that our service learning projects are set up--a commitment of eight full days--Thursday and
Friday for four weeks running--throughout the summer.
Second, it has become apparent that the
CIEE Cambodia program provides a
sterling academic experience. The core
course, Cambodian History and Culture,
is taught by one of the foremost archeologists on the Angkor World Heritage
Site, Dr. Damian Evans. One of the electives is taught by Dr. Sedara Kim, a leading academic and researcher on democratization, civil society, and Cambodian
society. Our Khmer language teacher,
Mr. Sarann Soeurng, is teaching his fifth
CIEE language class. His enthusiasm and
skills in the classroom inspire his students to want to learn more.
CIEE and PUC students stand in front of the university sign in Siem Reap.
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Third, we have made some adjustments to the schedule of the summer program to ensure that students
have full opportunity to develop new skills. This summer we initiated a mandatory 16-hour survival
Khmer non-credit "course." Over the first week, students (and our three-person staff from the Thailand
program) gained a remarkable amount of Khmer--enough, the hope was, to have some language skills
upon beginning the homestay. This summer, we made a two-week homestay mandatory. However, we
gave students the option to stay on for another week (or more, actually, if students are interested). Another thing we have is weekly sessions of intercultural communication so that students can identify their
own home culture, understand Cambodian culture, and then find ways to bridge between the two. Finally, we have weekly two-hour program reviews which entail an evaluation, a consideration of each student's goals, and an oral discussion of the week's highlights, strengths and weaknesses of the program,
and ways to make changes to improve the student experience.
And to provide some insight from the students about their experience, here is our first of two newsletters, written by our students. Please enjoy!
Yours,
Dave Streckfuss
Resident Director,
CIEE Cambodia,
CIEE Khon Kaen, Thailand

Week One Highlights
Phirakny Chau, Washington State University: “Cambodia is an amazing place; it’s
really hot and humid, but the people I’ve
met help make up for it. The students from
Paññasastra University of Cambodia, Siem
Reap campus, and the CIEE students have
truly become like an extended family. One
of the PUC students and I spent a whole From left to right, Cambodian student Linda, CIEE student Phirakny, and Camday traveling the countryside, where I caught bodian student Leak hang out at a restaurant in Siem Reap.
a crocodile! We also went karaoke-ing and just did lots of things – like eating frog legs and going dancing. I’m
loving it here and having the time of my life.”

Danielle Osterman, Clark University: “The best part my time in Cambodia has been the interactions between the CIEE and Paññasastra University students. It’s been really great having them as a resource while
we get adjusted to life in Cambodia. They have been so welcoming and are always encouraging us to try new
things.”

Kayla Stearns, University of Colorado Boulder: “The first week as a part of CIEE’s Cambodia summer program started strong, not only fulfilling, but also surpassing my expectations. Already our class has ventured
into the incredible ruins of Angkor, seeing many temples such as Banteay Srei Trey and Angkor Wat, something I was looking forward to a lot before beginning my trip. However, what has excited me the most so far
has been the opportunity we have had to comingle and befriend Cambodian students. I already am full of
many wonderful memories spending time with these friendly, cheerful people.”

Kathryn Perkins, Pacific Lutheran University: “One of the highlights of my trip here is getting to meet and
hang out with Cambodian students. Everyone has been really nice and I’ve made a lot of new friends in the
short time I’ve been here. Another thing I really love about living in Cambodia is riding the Tuk-Tuks.”
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Communication is Key
Hi friends!
As the journey of my adventures in Cambodia unfold, there have been several key moments; meeting new friends, trying new foods, and just taking
every opportunity to grow; to become a better me.
Being an American of Cambodian heritage, it has
always been a little difficult for me to connect to
my Khmer side. Granted, my parents taught me to
speak Khmer and I spent a lot of time at Buddhist
pagodas in my youth, but being in Cambodia is a
whole different story.
Travelling around Angkor, it is a given that one
should see Angkor Wat, but there is much more
to the area than one landmark – there are hundreds of temples and other historical places that
dot the area, all with significant meaning.
Preah Ko – located at the temples of Angkor

stantly and just think about that, you may miss
out on more than you thought.

Being in the presence of such great architecture
takes me back to the past, a past that I am trying
to remember. From the laterite blocks and bricks,
to the massive sandstone blocks of Angkor, the
carvings and inscriptions give me a glimpse of
where my cultural roots lie.

With that being said, local communication is also
vital in making, and sharing, memories. The
Paññasastra University of Cambodia students at
Siem Reap were phenomenal people to get to
know! And though I won’t get into too much detail about the students and the people we met, I
want to share that by chatting with them and making sure we got out of the hotel, I saw much more
of Siem Reap than I would have otherwise! Like I
said, communication is key! One bonus is that the
PUC students also spoke really good English,
which made the language barrier slightly less difficult.

However, as the days go on and so much happens,
one might begin to feel slightly lonely – even
homesick. This is why the role of communication
is so important, especially while abroad. What I
have found is that Facebook, Skype, and email
works wonders. Even though it is important to be
in the moment while you are here, it is also nice
to be able to see what your friends are up to back
home. Just remember not to dwell on what they
are doing, and remember you are making your
own adventures here. The same essentially goes
for Skype and email. It’s great to hear from the
people you care about, but if you miss them con-

Phirakny Chau
Washington State University
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Rigorous Academics
All of the classes we are taking are taught by top-notch professors. Coming on this program I was not expecting the classes to be much, really just a footnote on my Cambodian adventures. But by the first day
of class (which happened to be a whopping six hours) I realized that the classes we are taking are just as
rigorous as if they were in a more traditional university setting. However, we have the added advantage of
visiting the locations we discuss in class, which gives contextual meaning to the class.
And the workload is no joke either. As soon as we started class we were given big packets of readings. But
the professors are really supportive and understanding of our desire to see the sights and not be trapped
in our rooms doing homework. So there’s a bit of leniency.
Kathryn Perkins
Pacific Lutheran University

Homestay Sweet Homestay
I peeked out of the window of the car to check where we had stopped. I caught a glimpse of a peachcolored gate before we entered what would be my residence for the next two weeks. Naturally timid to
start my homestay with a Southeast Asian family, I spoke little as my new host sister and her friend directed me to my new room.
I did not know what I expected, but whatever it was, it was not quite this. The house turned out to be a
rather intriguing compilation of flashy new technologies and rustic belongings. On one side, I envied
their large, sleek Toshiba television. On the other side, their battered kitchen and humble bathroom
would hardly be considered modern. The restroom really was adequate, I won’t deny, but the lack of
toilet paper, plus the fact the shower and toilet occupied the same space, took me a little time to adjust
to. Altogether, the house was a nice, modest place, made all the more pleasant by its residents.
I suppose I did not initially feel this
“pleasantry” the first few days I occupied their abode. Rather than seamlessly entering the environment like a
modern Disney reenactment of Snow
White and the Seven Dwarves, I felt
somewhat discomfited. The family
members were wonderful hosts from
the very beginning – but maybe because of my shyness, maybe because of
our cultural differences – I felt a bit of
a gap separating “me” from “them”.

CIEE student Kayla hangs out at the riverside in Phnom Penh with her host sisterNary.
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Within a few days, however, the awkwardness greatly subsided as I came to
know the members of my upbeat new
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family. There was an enormous jumble of them – a mother and father, three older sisters, a brother,
three cousins, one or two brother-in-laws, and an adorable baby nephew. It came to the point that every
time I entered the house I expected to meet yet another relative.
While for the most part the relations between all the members of the family remained a muddle to me, I
came to enjoy their company greatly. One of my host sisters and I would drive up to the riverside or shop
during free time; another one of my sisters loved to talk and helped me learn to cook; the baby nephew
was, without a doubt, adorable; and my host mother, even though she did not speak English, always
smiled and doted on me much like my grandmother does back home.
I think all the people who went on the CIEE trip to Cambodia this summer experienced a homestay different than we expected. Between classes, we would share stories. One student told us her shower consisted essentially of a bucket and ladle; another few students said they resorted to pantomiming with their
host parents to cross the language barrier. But, in the end, while it might initially have been an intimidating experience, and while I would not consider my homestay a fairytale, my original discomfort gave
way to fond lifelong memories.
Kayla Stearns
University of Colorado, Boulder

Week Two Highlights
Matthew Parmley, Trinity University: “One of the highlights of my trip has been interacting with the
high level professors. The professors are always open to questions and encourage discussion. It creates a
very dynamic learning environment.”

Danielle Osterman, Clark University: “The highlight of this week was getting settled into my home stay.
Since my "sister" has class until late in the evening we meet up to have lunch together every day and she is
great about encouraging me to try new foods. It has been a great opportunity to give us time to really get
to know each other.”

Kayla Stearns, University of Colorado Boulder: “The highlight of my week was being able to interact
with my host family. My host family is large and includes cousins, brothers and sisters, and even a baby
nephew here in the house. My host sisters and I enjoyed talking to one another and we planned for
some fun outings together around the city.”

Phirakny Chau, Washington State University: “Homestay - I really enjoy coming home and truly being
a part of my home stay family. It feels like I am just an extension, not a burden.
Academics – Dr. Damian and Dr. Sedara are really high-level professors who want us to get the most we
can out of this summer program. It's great to have this experience and interaction when abroad! “
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Cultural Surprises: Challenges to Entering a New Environment
I was asked by my host family if I would like lunch
the day I arrived. Although I had lunch and hour
before, Cambodian portions do not seem to fit my
stature, so I accepted the invitation for lunch. My
host family asked me if I would like pork. My
mind immediately went to baby back ribs, sausage,
tenderloin, bacon, pork chops, and all of the
other wonderful American pork dishes. I told
them that I loved pork.

ping me off large chunks. I mixed it with some
rice and put it in my mouth. It tasted like salty
anchovy jerky. I was a bit repulsed. I then tried to
tell my host family I just liked rice and ate as
much rice as I could, avoiding everything else.
I was so traumatized by my lunch I immediately
fell asleep in my room afterwards. I was overwhelmed with a new diet, culture, and language. My conscious mind couldn’t handle it. I
had to shut down for a few hours.

I realized I was not in United States when boiled
pork knuckles and
slices of raw pork fat
By the time dinner
appeared in a bowl
came around I had
in the center of the
collected myself. I
table. I only recoghad turned my attinized the pork as
tude around and was
pork knuckles beready for a great excause I used to put
perience. I was told
them in my crab trap
dinner was going to
as a kid. I was a bit
be a bit late because
traumatized
when
someone in the famthey appeared on the
ily was in the process
table. I come from
of
buying
a
an America family
chicken. I wanted to
where fitness and
ask
“When
the
body image are exchicken gets here will
tremely
impor- CIEE student Matt’s host home in Phnom Penh
it be dead or
tant. Now I am in Cambodia watching my host
alive?” However, I refrained.
family eat raw pork fat. It was offered to me and I
instantly felt nauseous. There was no way I could
What I did not refrain from was a second nervous
eat raw pork fat regardless of my location in the
breakdown when chicken foot scales, claws, and
world.
all were placed on my plate. I am not used to eating chicken feet. I tried to give it to a member of
Naturally, I tried to exam my options. The only
my host family. However, this was perceived as a
other option was a smoked or sun dried fish on
question and not an offer. They then told me the
the table. I had seen the Mekong and was not imCambodian word for eat and pantomimed how to
pressed. I felt a little uncomfortable about eating
eat a chicken foot. I knew how to eat a chicken
an air dried fish caught in the brown waters of the
foot, so it was not helpful. I then tried to say “We
Mekong and seasoned with the carbon-dioxide air
don’t eat chicken feet in the United States.” Howfrom all the traffic. However, when the alternative
ever, this was a bit misconstrued and my host famis raw pork fat and pork knuckles, Mekong fish
ily suddenly became more enthusiastic that I acmagically looks cleaner and, besides, the air was
cept the offer of eating the chicken foot. Resisonly polluted by little mopeds. I tried to break off
tance was futile at this point. Therefore, I put it
a piece of the fish, but it was really tough and I
to my mouth and took a big bite of the chicken
could not separate it with my utensils. My host
foot, scales and all. To my surprise, it kind of
mom picked it up with her hands and started riptasted just like chicken. It really was not that bad.
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Being a 5’10” 145lb male I have never felt big in my entire life. I was always terrified about being the
small skinny kid. That all changed when I went to Cambodia. Somehow 5’10” 145lbs makes me the
incredible hulk. It was crazy. I was too big for my desk. The portions in restaurants were too small. I
had to eat off of the plates of other Americans when they were finished. I was a light weight back home
and now I was ordering a pitcher of beer just for myself. Suddenly, I was living in Gulivers travels. Eating dinner or just drinking beer suddenly
became a party trick around the local population. I remember once our Cambodian students clapped for me after I finished dinner. Unfortunately, as the novelty of this
wore off it became incredibly inconvenient. The coffee cups were too small and I
could never have enough to keep me
awake. The water cups were also too small
and I had to keep bothering the waiter for
refills. I even hit my head really heard on the
branch of a tree because the trees were not
trimmed up for people of my height.
In packing for Cambodia I brought a lot of
function clothing. I tried to dress for the
weather conditions I was anticipating. I paid no regard to culture. This was a huge mistake. Cambodians do not dress in any sort of functional manner that I observed. Especially as a university student it, is
imperative to dress accordingly. In the United States, university clothing means the stained t-shirt you
wanted to wash, but really could not find the time between Xbox, extracurricular activities, and mid-day
college naps. In Cambodia, University students dress in what we would call a semiformal manner: closed
-toed shoes, long sleeves, and long pants. There is leniency toward foreigners. However, I would advise
anyone coming to Cambodia to bring linen pants and button down shirts. PFG fishing shirts would
work well.
“The Chicken Foor Offering.”

Matthew Parmley
Trinity University

Learning to Handle the Heat
Cambodia is warm. More than warm – it’s downright hot, and
the air is heavy with moisture. You quickly realize that the way
to survive the heat is by following the shade and slapping on
ample amounts of sun lotion. But after some time here, everyone has become slightly more accustomed to the heat.
Kathryn Perkins
Pacific Lutheran University

CIEE students Kayla and
Kathryn and PUC student
Sonita stand in front of holy
water. They have reached what
is known as “Kbal Spean”,
where Cambodians as early as
the seventh century carved religious symbols into the rocks at the Siem Reap. River.
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Around Town during Free Time
Most of our free time in Cambodia has
been in the evening each day. During our
time in Siem Reap, all of us students took a
tuk-tuk together to “old market,” where
there were a variety of different restaurants
to grab dinner and plenty of stalls selling a
wide range of things where we could practice our bargaining skills.
On two separate evenings we went to a
place called “Mr. Fish” where you placed
your feet in a large fish tank and the fish
would nibble on your feet to remove the
dead skin. It was definitely an interesting
experience and I don’t think we ever fully
PUC and CIEE Students go out to eat in Siem Reap.
got used to that feeling. We also spent lots
of time with students we met from Paññasastra University of Cambodia (PUC) who had given us an orientation on Cambodian culture. On several occasions we were all able to get dinner together and one
night we continued on to do karaoke for several hours. There has never been a time when we couldn’t
find something exciting or new to try!
Danielle Osterman
Clark University

CIEE and PUC students, along with teacher Dr. Damian Evans, stand in front of Angkor Wat.
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Week Three Highlights
Kayla Stearns, University of Colorado: “The highlight of the program was volunteering with Empowering Youth in Cambodia (EYC), this being well-coordinated and well-individualized for every member of
the group to do what they wanted. Also, it was great to continue in the high-caliber classes.”
Note: EYC is a non-governmental organization that works with young people through its four schools in
slum communities of Phnom Penh. Its community centers are run using local skills and basic ideas that
work. The schools are housed in the heart of poor communities, in old houses that have been converted
into learning centers. Students take part in a variety of programs, including studying English, learning
about computers, and participating in extracurricular activities.

Danielle Osterman, Clark University: “So far I thought the best part of the program has been going on
the site visits. They have been a really great addition to the classroom lectures. I have also really liked
both of the professors. They have been very accommodating and willing to answer our questions.”

Kathryn Perkins, Pacific Lutheran University: “1) Being able to visit the Killing Fields and Tuol Sleng
prison; 2) Teaching English with EYC; 3) Visiting the People Improvement Organization (PIO) school;
4) Spending time with my extended host family.”
Note: PIO serves over 800 children a day through a variety of programs that include non-formal education and vocational training. All PIO schools offer children, free of charge, access to the public school
curriculum from kindergarten to Grade 9. Through the programs, PIO provides some of the most vulnerable women and children in Cambodia with hope for the future.

Matthew Parmley, Trinity University: “I feel that this program is a really great value. I was not expecting so many CIEE sponsored field trips and such high level professors to be included.”

Phirakny Chau, Washington State University: “I have really enjoyed being able to see the town and go
shopping with some of the host families. It has made me feel a lot more connected to the city and the
program. Also, going to the different site visits was an experience that I will always remember. Though
the Killing Fields and Tuol Sleng were eye-opening, I was able to take that experience and truly connect
to what my parents had gone through, or at least figure out what questions I needed to ask to learn about
my culture.”

CIEE and PUC students, working for Empowering Youth in
Cambodia, teach underprivileged young Cambodians English by
singing American pop tunes.

CIEE and PUC students pose as “explorers” in Angkor’s temple
Ta Prohm.
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David Streckfuss, Resident Director
dstreckfuss@yahoo.com
Josh Gohlike, Program Assistant
kie080886@gmail.com
Supaporn Kidkla, Program Assistant
supapornkid@yahoo.com
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